
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Recent installations  
 

A USL ultrasonic and software system has been integrated 

with a robotic scanner (Fig 1) at the GE Cincinnati site in 

USA.  It will be installed at the UK factory of Dowty 

Aerospace Propellers. 
 

The system performs two distinct inspections on composite 

blades. The robot first picks up the blade and locates it in a 

vertical fixture, then picks up a yoke attachment with  

squirter nozzles, performing a through transmission 

inspection on the full blade area. When this has been 

completed the yoke is placed back in its holding fixture and 

the robot starts the sequence of testing the blade root. 
 

The first action in this phase is to fill the root with water for 

an immersion inspection. Then the robot picks up a rotating  

assembly with a side facing probe, lowering it into the bore 

of the blade root. The probe is slowly withdrawn as it 

rotates, performing a helical scan of the bore. The water is 

then removed before unloading the blade from its fixture. 

The entire sequence is fully automatic, with the USL 

computer based ultrasonic system continuously 

communicating with the robot controller. 
 

Our largest ever complex geometry squirter system for 

composites inspection (3) has been installed at Xifei Aircraft 

in Xian, China. The system has a scan volume of 11 x 2 x 3 

metres (X, Y, Z) with 10 scanning axes (two independent 5 

axis manipulators) and 5 motorised fixture axes to support 

the parts being tested. The system is designed for inspection 

of composite parts with complex dual curvature. It also has 

dual squirters (4) to halve the inspection time when scanning 

flat or single curve parts. 
 

Also for composite inspection, an 11 axis gantry style system  

has been delivered to Hindustan Aeronautics in India.  
 

An eighth immersion system has now been installed in a new 

Rolls-Royce factory in Singapore—one of these is shown in 

fig 5.  Six machines are used to inspect the bond quality after 

diffusion bonding—these are 5 axis machines operating at 

25MHz frequency.  
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 Recent installations (continued) 

Probe alignment during inspection is critical and the precise 

shape at this stage can not be guaranteed, so the USL systems 

automatically measure the shape before the inspection and 

adjust the scan profile accordingly.  
 

The two other machines are used for thickness mapping of the 

final blades, using custom designed software for easy 

identification of any out-of-tolerance areas. 
 

Upgrades have been completed on three systems having been 

manufactured originally in USA. Machines at Goodrich (6) and 

GKN companies in USA now have new USL ultrasonic units and 

software for data acquisition, axis control and C scan imaging. 

These upgrades were carried out in conjunction with our partner 

in USA, Arcadia Aerospace in Florida. The third system is at a UK 

manufacturer of aluminium alloy plate, where the ultrasonics, 

data acquisition and software has been replaced. 

 

New Orders 
 

We now have orders for 5 complex geometry ultrasonic 

inspection systems for aerospace customers in China, together 

with orders for similar scanners in The Netherlands and Japan. 

This final machine will have a scan volume of 15 x 1.3 x 1.9metres 

(X x Y x Z) making it the longest squirter system made so far by 

USL. 
  

After successfully upgrading two C scan systems in USA (Fig 6) 

with our partner Arcadia Aerospace, we have received orders to 

upgrade two more. 
 

The National Aerospace Laboratory (NLR) in The Netherlands has 

placed an order for upgrade of an existing USL 11 axis squirter / 

immersion system (7). This will add a USL phased array inspection 

capability to the system, for use in development of inspection 

procedures for composites. Finally, a BAE Systems company has 

ordered a laboratory based immersion tank for use with a third 

party phased array unit. 
 

Factory expansion and new employees 
 

In order to meet increasing demand for our systems, we have 

taken on additional factory space, increasing our manufacturing 

area by around 30%. Also we have recruited additional 

permanent staff in mechanical  and installation / service roles. 

 

Ultrasonic Sciences Ltd, Unit 4 Springlakes Industrial Estate, Deadbrook Lane, Aldershot, Hants, 
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